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TRADITIONAL IBNR RESERVING
BASED ON JUDGEMENT AND HEURISTICS
▪ Traditionally used subjective expert judgement and heuristics to select a reserving method and
parameters of the method (Loss Ratios/LDFs, etc)
▪ How scientific is the reserving process?
▪

e.g. Can we measure the impact of subjective choices on how well we predict future claims payments?

▪

Note that some selections not part of statistical models of IBNR e.g. subjective exclusion of LDFs

▪ Examine performance next year or quarter with AvE
▪ Often focus on ensuring reserves are enough
▪ Limited guidance on which techniques to choose and what parameters to select beyond “rules of
thumb”
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MODERN REQUIREMENTS FOR RESERVING
BEST ESTIMATE RESERVES
▪ Need to determine a best estimate reserve—but what does this mean?
▪ Solvency II says:
▪

best estimate shall correspond to the probability weighted average of future cash flows, taking account of the time
value of money

▪ Our suggestion: find scientific basis on which to ensure that the expected value of the AvE over time is
as close to 0 as possible => more focus on accuracy, less dependence on judgement and “rules of

thumb”
▪ Focus on ensuring that our choices are correct over time!
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PERSPECTIVES ON RESERVING
STATIC VS DYNAMIC
▪ Often reserve techniques presented at point in time – static perspective
▪ Actuaries must re-estimate reserves on a regular basis (e.g. monthly/quarterly)
▪ What are ideal techniques to meet goals of reserving process? E.g:
▪

minimize AvE differences

▪

stabilize ultimate loss ratios

▪

reduce P&L impact as much as possible etc

▪ Dynamic perspective received less attention
▪ Our focus – select reserving models that have good properties in the dynamic perspective
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SETUP
METHOD AND METRICS

• Restricted our analysis to traditional techniques:
• Chain Ladder/Bornhuetter-Ferguson/Generalized Cape Cod
• How to judge a reserving analysis: Actual versus expected (AvE)/Claims development result (CDR)

• Upper triangle is known

Development Year

• AvE:

• CDR:
• AvE plus

Accident Year

• next diagonal of actual incremental payments vs predicted

• IBNR held for green triangle at time t+1
• Less IBNR held for green triangle at time t
• SAM Reserve risk calibrated using variance of CDR
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THE MACHINE LEARNING APPROACH TO IBNR RESERVING
ML APPROACH TO SELECTING METHOD AND PARAMETERS

▪ Partition data into “training” and “testing” subsets

▪ Determine ability of each model and parameter set to predict unseen data using
the “test” subset
▪ Choose the model and parameter set that results in the best predictive
performance on the unseen “test” subset
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THE MACHINE LEARNING APPROACH TO IBNR RESERVING
APPLY THIS TO TRADITIONAL IBNR RESERVING

1. Define a set of IBNR calculation methodologies (such as CL, BF, CC with varying
parameters)
2. Fit these methodologies on sub-triangles starting from a small initial triangle, and then
increasing the triangle by one calendar year until the end of the available data
3. At each sub-triangle, calculate the performance of the methodology using some
performance metric (AvE/CDR)
4. Select the methodology that results in the best score across all sub triangles
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THE MACHINE LEARNING APPROACH TO IBNR RESERVING
DEMONSTRATING THE PROCESS VISUALLY

▪ Subset the triangle into an initial triangle, training diagonals, and out of sample
data
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THE MACHINE LEARNING APPROACH TO IBNR RESERVING
DEMONSTRATING THE PROCESS VISUALLY

▪ Apply the chosen IBNR methodology to the initial triangle, and calculate the
performance metric on the latest training diagonal
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THE MACHINE LEARNING APPROACH TO IBNR RESERVING
DEMONSTRATING THE PROCESS VISUALLY

▪ Increase by another calendar year, fit on the initial triangle plus the calendar year
previously assessed, test the performance on the next calendar year
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THE MACHINE LEARNING APPROACH TO IBNR RESERVING
DEMONSTRATING THE PROCESS VISUALLY

▪ Perform this across the full training data, and select the methodology that
minimises the performance score
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THE MACHINE LEARNING APPROACH TO IBNR RESERVING
BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER

1.

Select a reasonably sized initial triangle

2.

Select several of the most recent calendar periods as the training set

3.

For each reserving methodology, M, from a collection of possible methodologies:

4.

a.

Apply the reserving methodology to the initial triangle

b.

Calculate the performance metric on the first diagonal of the training set

c.

Include the first diagonal of the training set in the initial triangle and apply M

d.

Calculate the performance metric against the second diagonal of the training set

e.

Repeat until all diagonals of the training set are exhausted

f.

Calculate the average performance metric for M across all diagonals in the training set

Select M that achieves the best performance metric
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THE MACHINE LEARNING APPROACH TO IBNR RESERVING
SO WHAT PERFORMANCE METRIC TO USE?
▪

The initial thought is the actual claims minus our expected claims (AvE)

▪

This ensures predictive accuracy is maximised

▪

But this can cause instability in our reserves over time—we need consistency too

WE PROPOSE THE CLAIMS DEVELOPMENT RESULT
▪

CDR = AvE + ΔIBNR

▪

That is, we add the change in the IBNR from one calendar period to the next as a penalty

▪

This ensures predictive accuracy is maximised, and reserve stability is achieved

▪

This is equivalent to minimising the change in ultimate claims over calendar periods
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CASE STUDIES: PARAMETER SPACE
WE SELECT FROM THE FOLLOWING PARAMETER SPACE
Method

Parameter

Choice Set

Description

CL, BF, CC

drop_high

[True, False]

Whether to drop the highest individual development factors in all development periods

CL, BF, CC

drop_low

[True, False]

Whether to drop the lowest individual development factors in all development periods

CL, BF, CC

n_periods

k ∈ [5..21]

Number of accident years over
which to calculate development factors

BF

apriori

𝛼 ∈ {0.40, 0.41, …,
0.59, 0.60}

Apriori loss ratio for the BF method

CC

decay

𝛾 ∈ {0.00, 0.05, …,
0.95, 1.00}

Decay parameter for the CC method
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CASE STUDY 1: SWISS TRIANGLE
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CASE STUDY 1: SWISS TRIANGLE
OPTIMAL PARAMETERS FOUND (CHAIN LADDER)

PARAMETER

BASIC CL

MINIMISE AvE

MINIMISE CDR

drop_high

False

False

True

drop_low

False

False

False

n_periods

19

11

11

apriori

n/a

n/a

n/a

decay

n/a

n/a

n/a

Scores
MODEL

RMSE

DELTA

RANK

Basic CL

669.69

-

23 out of 40

Minimise AvE

675.38

+0.9%

27 out of 40

Minimise CDR

617.81

-7.8%

12 out of 40
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CASE STUDY 1: SWISS TRIANGLE
FUNCTION PLOT OF PARAMETERS (CHAIN LADDER)

The model performance is much
more sensitive to the choice of
which development factors to drop
than the number of periods of claims
experience to include in the
calculation of the development
factors
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CASE STUDY 1: SWISS TRIANGLE
COMPARISON OF SCORES (CHAIN LADDER)

• Using a lower number of periods to
calculate the development factors
has minimal impact until the most
recent accident years
• Minimising the CDRscore reduces
overestimation in these years at the
expense of underestimating claims
on the most recent accident years
• On average the estimates of the
ultimate claims are closer to the
actual ultimate claims than both
the basic CL and the model found
by minimising the AvEscore.
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CASE STUDY 1: SWISS TRIANGLE
COMPARISON OF IBNR (CHAIN LADDER)

MODEL

TOTAL IBNR

DELTA

Basic CL

37 727

-

Minimise AvE

37 417

-0.8%

Minimise CDR

31 595

-16.3%
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CASE STUDY 2: LONG-TAIL LIABILITY
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CASE STUDY 2: LONG-TAIL LIABILITY
OPTIMAL PARAMETERS FOUND

PARAMETER

BASIC CC

MINIMISE AvE

MINIMISE CDR

drop_high

False

False

False

drop_low

False

False

False

n_periods

21

10

11

apriori

n/a

0.46

0.41

decay

0.75

n/a

n/a

Scores
MODEL

RMSE

DELTA

RANK

Basic CC

3 170.88

-

1 073 out of 1 848

Minimise AvE

2 552.39

-19.5%

461 out of 1 848

Minimise CDR

2 893.23

-8.8%

832 out of 1 848
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CASE STUDY 2: LONG-TAIL LIABILITY
COMPARISON OF SCORES

BF Model

BF Model
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CASE STUDY 2: LONG-TAIL LIABILITY
COMPARISON OF IBNR

CC

MODEL

TOTAL IBNR

DELTA

Basic CC

20 859

-

Minimise AvE

44 731

114%

Minimise CDR

37 155

78%
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
WHAT WE DID

▪ We presented a framework for selecting reserving models that are expected to perform well in
predicting out of sample claims development experience
▪ We demonstrated that, on two example triangles, our proposal performs relatively well

▪ Thus, we conclude that scoring reserving models based on historic claims development data
provides a useful way of determining which models are likely to predict future development well
▪ Finally, our framework provides an objective way to select methods that produce best estimate
IBNR reserves
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
UNDERSTANDING WHAT WORKED
▪ Found that:
▪

CDR was a good metric for Swiss Triangle

▪

AvE was a good metric for long tail triangles

▪ What is the difference?
▪

CDR ensures that change in IBNR is minimized

▪

Only makes sense if confident in estimate of IBNR

▪ Can measure our confidence using Mack MSE:
▪

Swiss Triangle: CoV = 13.5%

▪

Long tail: CoV = 67%

▪ => CoV can help us choose the correct metric
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
HOW OUR PAPER CAN BE USEFUL
▪ The results can be used as a benchmark to test traditional approaches to IBNR reserving. By
reconciling between models, extra insight into the claim's development experience can be
generated
▪ When reserving triangles for the first time, applying the framework can enable the actuary to

produce a quick baseline set of reserve estimates
▪ Finally, by selecting reserving models that are expected to minimize the AvE or CDR metrics, the
amount of effort necessary to explain the reserve movements or adverse development should be
reduced
▪ Aim to release open-source Python package in 1Q20.
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